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Cartskinz Product Brief 
 

Company Overview 

 
Founded in June 2016, Anderson Golf, LLC is led by it’s founding partner, Daren Anderson.  Daren 

Anderson is a veteran of the technology industry, where he spent 13 years as a software developer and 

technologist in the textile industry, followed by 18 years in software technology sales with IBM until his 

retirement in 2015. Daren Anderson acts in the capacity of General Manager for Anderson Golf.  

 

Anderson Golf currently maintains 2 product lines, both of which maintain patent pending status.   They 

are the Cartskinz golf cart steering wheel cover and the Shade Tee, a variable height golf umbrella.   

Our official product launch was at the PGA Merchandise Show held in Orlando Florida January 25th -  
27th, 2017   We continued our introduction campaign at the PGA Carolinas Section Merchandise show 

February 20-22.   To date Anderson Golf has focused on a direct wholesale sales strategy targeting sales 

of custom cart steering wheel covers to golf clubs and resorts for retails sales, internal use and tournament 

promo items.  Our sales strategy will broaden on June 6, 2017 with the launch of our new Shopify 

platform online market that will service both retail and wholesale customers through a streamlined order 

process.   With the launch of the online market, AG will introduce a new selection of Cartskinz covers 

targeting the retail buyer. 

 

Cartskinz  

 

Cartskinz are neoprene golf cart steering wheel covers designed to be used by all golfers for the primary 

purpose of eliminating the permanent black stains on pants that come from rubbing against a golf cart 

steering wheel.  Based on feedback from the thousands of golfers we have spoken with since our launch in 

January, we conclude that most golfers are familiar with this problem, but at the same time are unaware 

that the marks come from the cart steering wheel and in most cases have resigned themselves to accept the 

problem as a part golf without a solution.   Those with whom we have shared the Cartskinz story that have 

experienced this epiphany are very pleased to learn that there is a solution and have indicated a strong 

interest in purchasing the product. 

 

Cartskinz are not the first golf cart steering wheel cover available in the market.  Based on our research, the 

products available to date are primarily fixed structure products constructed from leather, rubber or other 

rigid materials designed to fit a specific brand of cart and remain on the cart once installed.   As such, these 

products have been sold as a cart accessory by golf cart dealers or golf cart accessory retailers targeting the 

private cart owner market which represents less than 1% of the 13.6 Million golfers that purchase 90% of 

golf rounds in the United States annually.   

 
We believe that these factors working together have resulted in an underperforming golf cart steering wheel 

cover market and a dormant $250M opportunity through 2020.   Our mission with Cartskinz is to define the 

standard golf cart steering wheel cover and eventually see it become a standard component of the golfer’s 
bag kit along with a towel, glove, range finder, tees, markers and balls. 

 

While Cartskinz work well for those that own a private cart, the scuff marks from cart steering wheels 

extend to all golfers, which is why the fundamental design characteristics of Cartskinz are focused on the 
golfer, not the golf cart, by making ease of use and portability the top design priorities.    To this end, as the 

Cartskinz development cycle began, all possible materials that were available for construction of a cover 

were considered - leather, plastic, rubber, silicon & neoprene.   After extensive testing and consideration of 

all requirements inherent to a golf cart steering wheel cover function, it became clear that a neoprene 
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solution was the only option that could meet all functional requirements necessary for a cart steering wheel 

cover to possess.    Is it also worth noting that the Neoprene solution is at the same time the simplest and 

most cost effective solution, offering benefits that covers made from other materials inherently are unable 

to offer at the lowest price point.   Those are: 

 
• Fits wheel sizes from 13” - 16”, including all golf carts and most automobiles. 

• Very easy to install (5 seconds) and remove (1 second).  

• Lightweight at 3 oz. and folds into the size of a sleeve of balls. 

• Convenient to store in a golf bag pocket for use on rental carts at visited courses. 

• Made with auto industry materials making them durable and fade resistant. 

• Insulator material, Neoprene=Wetsuits, for added comfort in winter or summer. 

• The cushion provided by the neoprene has a great feel and adds comfort. 

• The fabric outside layer is available in any color and accepts logos very well. 

• Machine Washable always provides the opportunity to have a clean and fresh product. 

 

Further important advantages of Cartskinz that no other cover is able to offer due the patented 

technology are the benefits provided by the SiShield Antimicrobial agent the product is treated with: 

 
• CartSkinz prevent the spread germs and Micro-organisms. 

• SiShield bonds at a molecular level with the neoprene and textile fibers and does not exhaust 

itself as it works  remaining effective for life of the product. 

• No bacteria, mold, mildew, odors or other micro-organisms are able to develop on the product. 

• The life of the product is extended due to the Antimicrobial agent rendering the product materials 

inert rather than reactive to degrading influences. 

• The SiShield product is water based (Silane), safe and EPA approved. 

 
These advantages have led many we have spoken with at the merchandise shows where we have exhibited 

to refer to Cartskinz as “The Perfect Cart Steering Wheel cover”.   We tend to agree and stand by our slogan 

that Cartskinz are “The neatest golf idea on the planet”. 

 

Cartskinz are available in any color, with or without logos.   There is a 50 MOQ for custom covers.  Set up 

fees are included.  Retail packaging is optional and included at no charge.   Retail shop displays are available 

for a nominal fee.   Cartskinz production is supported by 5 quality manufacturers insuring a reliable, high 

volume supply chain of up to 100,000 Cartskinz per month. 

 


